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Main Exhibits
1.

Mineralogical installation – Index of Stones [The University Museum, the University of Tokyo]
Microscope specimens prepared to identify the structure of each mineral. In this conceptual installation of several
hundred microscope specimens, the immense variety of stones is visible at a glance.
2.

Piero Gilardi, Rocce [Courtesy Galerie Sémiose, Paris]
An artwork in polyurethane in the form of a trompe-l’œil, the image of an extremely light stone examining the distinction
between nature and artifact
3.

Double-Edged Stone Club with a Handle from the Final Jomon Period [The University Museum, the

University of Tokyo]
A ritual tool with two intentionally engraved lines distinguishing the hilt from the rest, with an aesthetic perfection proper
to the beauty of archetypal forms.
4.

Abdelkader Benchamma, Untitled (Slates in a Quarry) [Courtesy agnès b. Collection, Paris]
The complex forms of inorganic stones appearing in this precise ink drawing open up new possibilities for abstract
modes of expression. One of the contemporary artworks of the exhibition focusing on the formal possibilities of stones.
5.

Birdstone Collection [Private Collection]
A polished prehistoric artefact found in the northeastern regions of the actual United States of America. These items
with a flat base and two diagonal perforations representing birds and animals in a rather abstract manner do not have a
clearly identified function. Its minimalist aesthetics deeply resonates with the sculptural principles embodied by such
modern artists as Jean Arp.
6.

Charlotte Moth, Thinking Work, Working Thought [Courtesy Galerie Marcelle Alix, Paris]
The memory of traditional stone sculpture recorded in images then developed using the traditional stone-printing
technique of lithography, in a re-interpretation of the times when stone was used as a material in art.

